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Life, food and potatoes
When thinking about what matters most in LIFE, family and specifically children are most important to 37% of consumers.

When thinking about what matters most in FOOD:
70% of consumers want something tasty and quick to prepare from food in general and potatoes specifically.
80% of consumers are very aware that they could or even should improve their diet.
87% of consumers say that the cost of food determines what they eat.
Only 10% of consumers care about the carbohydrate content in food and in potatoes.
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The potato: what do consumers think about it?

When consumers think about
potatoes, they think of many
different potato dishes.
24% of consumers think
about fried chips (most

LIKES
39% like their versatility
20% like their ease of use

DISLIKES
61% dislike nothing
39% raised dislikes
(not all younger people know
how to cook with potatoes)

mentioned).
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Usage
Why and how consumers use potatoes

FRIED CHIPS WIN!

YUMMY!

OH SO EASY!

A third of the respondents chose fried

84% of consumers eat potatoes

84% of consumers eat

chips as their preferred potato dish.

because they are delicious.

potatoes because they are

40% of younger people chose fried chips

quick and easy to cook.

as their preferred potato dish.

Also:
87% of consumers say that the cost of food determines what they eat.
Consumers don't name a specific reason to eat more potatoes other than the reasons they already eat potatoes.
Potatoes as a good source of carbohydrates would only motivate 3% of consumers to eat more potatoes.
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Type
What type of potatoes do consumers want?

Only 10% of consumers know which potatoes to use for a specific dish…
except for fried chips. Almost 20% know to use long oval and/or large potatoes.

The preferred size of potatoes

The preferred colour of

The preferred shape of

93% of consumers prefer a

mainly varies between a

potatoes varies mainly

potatoes varies greatly. Over a

washed potato to an

medium and large potato.

between white and cream.

third of consumers prefer a

unwashed potato.

Baby potatoes are least

37% of people prefer their

round to an oval potato.

preferred

potatoes to be cream.
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Quality
What is important?

A good quality potato =
clean + right colour + right
size + fresh + right texture

38% of consumers feel unsatisfied with
potatoes from time to time, mainly because
they are not fresh or have a poor texture
(after cooking).
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Purchasing
How consumers buy potatoes

41% of consumers buy potatoes at a specific place because
of convenience and 29% because of good prices/value
for money.

79% of people plan to buy potatoes rather than
spontaneously deciding in the store.

Consumers do not mainly decide on a specific meal that
they want to make with potatoes but rather buy potatoes
as part of fruit and veg and then decide at home how to
use them.
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Purchasing
How consumers buy potatoes

Consumers mainly buy either 7kg or 10kg bags of potatoes. It is
interesting how much the price seems to vary at different shops.

Only 42% of consumers mainly buy their potatoes in the formal
retail stores. Street vendors, markets and green grocers are
equally used for potato purchases.

Just over half of consumers think that potatoes are value for
money. However, over a third of consumers think that potatoes
are either too expensive or quite expensive.
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Potatoes as a starch, carb and a vegetable
KNOWLEDGE OF CARBS

POTATOES AS A CARB

VEG, STARCH OR CARB?

Only 46% of consumers claim to

Of those who knew the difference

78% think of potatoes as a vegetable.

know the difference between the

between types of carbohydrates, 43%

Almost 50% think of starch.

various types of carbohydrates and

rate potatoes as a better

20% think of potatoes as carbs.

the relating nutrition benefits

carbohydrate source than bread, pap,
pasta, milk or rice.
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Potatoes as a starch, carb and a vegetable
WHO WOULD EAT MORE?

EATING TREND

VIEWS ON STARCH

Knowing that potatoes are both a

Consumers are eating more

Consumers have very different views

vegetable and a healthy carbohydrate

potatoes, bread and rice. Pap

on starch. 39% think of it as a positive

containing starch, two-thirds said they

remains unchanged and pasta seems

food source (filling, energising, healthy)

would eat more potatoes instead of

to be in decline.

while 35% think of it as a negative

other starchy foods.

source (gaining weight, unhealthy).
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Potatoes versus other starch foods

Potatoes compete very strongly

For lunch, potatoes is the second

For dinner, potatoes is the best choice

against bread, maize meal, rice and

best choice after bread

together with maize meal

pasta.
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Information
What do consumers want to know?

Consumers want to know different things about potatoes,
mainly health benefits, recipes and cooking methods.
Almost one-third do not want to know anything about potatoes.
Only 9% of respondents read the packaging information
44% of people sometimes try new recipes, mainly given by friends
and family or seen on TV.
Consumers get information about food and a healthy diet from
mainly family and friends and from TV.
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Advertising and media
What influences consumers?

Most people watch TV or listen to the radio at least once a week or more.
Various channels were mentioned, but these are the main ones:

SABC1 - 3

Metro FM

eTV
Mzansi Magic
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Advertising and media
What influences consumers?

Only 16% of respondents have seen, read or heart any advertising for
potatoes in the past year.
Only 9% of consumers have seen the potatoes TV ad.
75% of consumers think of potatoes as being versatile after viewing the ad.
72% of consumers said that they feel motivated to eat more potatoes
after viewing the ad.
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Recommendation

1

Continue
The use of taste, convenience
and versatility as our value

2

Consider
The strategic positioning of
potatoes as vegetable and

3

Consider
The strategic positioning of
potatoes as a healthy meal

proposition

carbohydrate

44% of consumers want a healthy/

Consumers want something tasty

Focusing the marketing initiative on

nutritious dish from potatoes. At the

and quick to prepare. Known facts

the benefits of carbohydrates is

same time, the increasing awareness

(‘old news)’ are often the hardest to

risky because of the current lack of

of nutrition and the resulting health

respond to, however, new and

interest and knowledge. However, a

innovative ideas are needed to

long-term investment could bring

keep our product top of mind.

carbs more into the spotlight and

benefits are in conflict with the
consumers’ need to indulge in their
favourite potato dish: fried chips.

then present an opportunity to

Choosing between a health or

educate consumers about the

indulgence oriented theme might

benefits of carbs in potatoes.

result in an exclusion of a big market.
Focusing on versatility might be
more effective (point 1).
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Recommendation

4

Start
Target the younger middle class
market
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Start
Investigate and monitor the
younger middle class market

Younger people try more new recipes

Further research is required to fully

although traditional food still plays a

understand the younger, middle

very big role. Younger people do not

class market and their relationship

mention a big variety of potato dishes

with potatoes. It is also very

that they like but many simply love

important to start tracking the

fried chips only. Younger people
expressed most dissatisfaction with
potatoes mainly because it seems to
be a hassle to cook with potatoes

attitude towards and usage of
potatoes over time of this specific
market.

and many are uncertain about how to
cook with potatoes. Potatoes are
usually on the shopping list but 25%
of younger people decide in the
shop if they want to buy potatoes.
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Thank you
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